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VI.  IMPACT OF RETAIL COMPETITION ON TRANSMISSION 
CAPABILITY AND RELIABILITY

In the past, the electric utilities that own and operate the transmission systems in the United

States have also been responsible for serving the vast majority of retail loads, and constructing much

of the new generating capacity needed to serve growing loads.  As a result, the utilities were able to

plan and operate their respective transmission systems to integrate planned generating additions and

achieve a high degree of reliability for service to retail loads.  Moreover, utilities operated their

transmission systems in close cooperation with their neighbors.  Power pools and other cost-

minimizing interconnection arrangements were dependent in large measure on such cooperation.  

The enactment of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT) and the issuance of FERC Order

Nos. 888 and 888-A have produced structural changes in the electric utility industry that could affect

transmission planning and the operation of the transmission grid.  While such effects could result from

competition at both the wholesale and retail level, the introduction of customer choice and retail

competition are likely to have the most dramatic effect on the transmission grid.  Largely, this arises

because there is already significant competition in wholesale markets.  The enactment of the Public

Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA) spurred the development of non-traditional sources

of generating capacity  —  co-generators, independent power producers, and small power producers.

In many jurisdictions, utilities must procure all incremental generating resources through competitive

solicitations.  Moreover, in meeting their own power supply requirements, utilities routinely consider

competitive offerings from neighboring systems having resources temporarily in excess of their own

needs.  Increasing wholesale competition has also been reflected over the past several years by

requirements wholesale customers seeking power from alternative suppliers.  Many recent wholesale

transactions are possible only because of the open access transmission service mandated by FERC

Orders Nos. 888 and 888-A.

Like wholesale competition, the introduction of retail competition, particularly in the long run,

could well have profound and dramatic effects upon transmission planning and operations.  Given a
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choice, retail customers may well select a supplier other than the local utility.  This could change the

source of the generation operated to serve the retail loads, and therefore alter the flows on the

transmission system.  Moreover, competition among utilities to serve retail load could erode some

of the cooperation needed to assure the reliable operation of the grid.  Competition to serve retail

load could also affect reliability in the face of known limitations on the transmission system, such as

is the case with the transmission system serving Maryland.   

This section describes some potential effects on the operation and planning of transmission

facilities resulting from changes likely to be induced by the introduction of retail competition.  These

effects depend to a considerable extent on how the contractual arrangements among utilities growing

out of open access will work in practice.  They also depend on the manner in which utilities and third

parties that compete for retail load will choose to secure the resources to serve retail load.  

Beyond this, changes to the grid are likely to evolve over time, since the introduction of retail

competition should not be expected to remake the competitive landscape overnight.   This is likely

to be true for a number of reasons.  First, states in this region intend to phase-in retail competition

over a number of years.  In Pennsylvania, retail competition is to be phased in over two years, while

a recent order of the Maryland Public Service Commission provides for a phase-in of retail

competition over three years, beginning in July 2000.  Second, in each of the states where retail

competition is allowed, utilities will seek to recover stranded costs (i.e., the difference between the

embedded cost of generation and market prices) by charging customers a competitive transition

charge over an extended transition period.  In Pennsylvania, the transition period varies among

utilities from a few years to seven or more years.  Maryland utilities have submitted stranded cost

filings, but the Commission is not expected to rule on the stranded cost claims or recovery periods

until the latter part of 1999.  During the transition period, it is unclear whether alternative suppliers

would be able to provide competitive offerings at prices low enough to induce a significant number

of retail customers to change suppliers.   
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Finally, it will take time to educate retail customers (particularly residential customers) about

their supply alternatives once retail competition is permitted.  Competitive suppliers will also have

to overcome some built-in inertia, as retail customers may be reluctant to switch from their present

suppliers.  Thus, retail customer switching and the concomitant impact on the grid can be expected

to occur gradually over time.

Section A describes a base case scenario as one possible outcome from introducing retail

competition.  This is a conservative view in which there are only small effects upon the transmission

system.  In the short run, the base case scenario reflects the fact that many retail customers are likely

to continue with their existing supplier.  Over the longer term, under the base case scenario the effect

of retail competition upon power flows on the grid would be small. Section B identifies some effects

of retail competition that could produce marked changes to power flows on the grid.  It should not

be assumed that the base case outcome is the most likely;  it is simply a convenient starting point for

the analysis.  It is also unclear whether the other effects identified below would have significant

effects on the grid.  At this point, there is simply too much uncertainty about the rules of the game

to predict how the transmission grid would operate in the future.

A. THE BASE CASE SCENARIO

The base case scenario rests upon two assumptions.   First, it is assumed that any organization

considering the construction of new generating facilities will evaluate the capability of the

transmission system to accept the output of a planned generating unit before committing the rather

substantial amount of capital required to construct a utility-sized generating unit.  Second, it is

assumed that bulk power market participants will make reasonable use of the increased access to the

transmission system to take full advantage of available economy energy so that the lowest-cost

generating units available in the region will operate, almost without regard to ownership or load

responsibility, subject only to transmission limitations.  In PJM, the spot energy market should assure

the fact that this occurs.  In AP, it is unclear how new sources of supply would be dispatched to meet
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load.52  As a result, generating unit additions will continue to be sited in locations that are influenced

by transmission system conditions (among other factors), and those generating units that have the

lowest operating costs will continue to operate.   These base case assumptions suggest that the effects

on the transmission system from retail competition will not be significant. The more difficult issues

will relate to accounting, coordination, dealing with the failure of a supplier to deliver as scheduled,

and mechanisms to assure that the reliability of the transmission system is not compromised.

Power flows on a given transmission system are determined by two things: loads and

generation.  Power flows are not influenced by contractual arrangements, ownership of facilities, or

corporate boundaries, except to the extent that those factors (or others) change loads, generation,

or the transmission system itself.  Under the base case assumptions, retail competition would induce

only small changes in both power flows (i.e., the sources of generation) and customers’ demands.

The loads on a transmission system are determined primarily by customer demand.  While the

level of demand can be influenced by voltage reductions or demand-side management programs, it

is the underlying electric requirements of consumers that primarily determines the demands imposed

on the transmission system.  The introduction of retail competition will not directly affect the amount

of load on the transmission system, nor will it change the location of the loads.  To the extent that

retail competition lowers prices, there may be some increase in the total load as a secondary effect

due to price elasticity.  However, such effects are likely to be gradual, and are not significantly

different in character than the load growth expected to occur in the absence of retail competition.

There may also be secondary effects on load associated with retail competition due to innovative

service offerings to consumers in an environment of increased competition.  Overall, the base case

assumes that retail competition will not significantly alter loads on the transmission system, and any

impacts that do occur will likely be the result of lower prices and not much different than changes that

already occur on the transmission system.
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The operation of generating units can have a significant impact on the planning and operation

of the transmission system.  The power flows through the system can be heavily influenced by

changes in the dispatch of specific generating units.  In fact, redispatch of generating units is

frequently employed as a means to reduce power flows on heavily loaded transmission facilities in

order to maintain an adequate transmission capacity margin and ensure the reliability of the system.

The vast majority of electric utilities employ economic dispatch principles as a means of deciding

which generating units to operate and at what level.  Under economic dispatch principles, on-line

generating units and loading levels are selected in such a way as to minimize the total operating cost

for the system.  Generally, the only time that generating units are not operated based on economic

dispatch principles is due to transmission limitations or other system conditions.

Utilities frequently engage in economy energy transactions to further reduce total operating

costs.  Economic dispatch principles are typically applied at the control area level.  That is, the cost

minimization techniques are determined for a specific set of generating units and system loads.  Many

times, opportunities exist for a utility to purchase energy on a short-term basis (i.e., for one or more

hours) from another utility at a cost that is less than the first utility’s cost of generating the energy

from its own generating units.  Economy energy transactions have been further facilitated by the

FERC’s open access transmission rules.  As a result of the economy energy transactions, the

generating units that actually operate are generally the units in the region with the lowest operating

costs, rather than the generating units on each individual system with the lowest operating costs.

For a given set of generating units in a region, in the base case the introduction of retail

competition is not likely to have a significant effect on the dispatch of the generating units in the

region.  All participants in the bulk power market will have a significant economic incentive to

minimize costs, and it is reasonable to expect that transactions among bulk power market participants

will occur in such a way that the generating units in the region with the lowest operating costs will

continue to be the generating units that actually operate in an environment of retail competition.  If

this assumption is true, the introduction of retail competition will not have a significant effect on the

operation of existing generating units, and will therefore not have a significant effect on the
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transmission system.  As will be explained in the next section, there are plausible alternatives to this

hypothesis that could affect power flows on the grid.

The transmission system also will be affected by the siting of future generating unit additions.

In many instances, transmission considerations play a critical role in determining where a planned

generating unit may or may not be located.  For example, it would be very difficult for a utility in

eastern PJM to construct a new generating unit in western PJM because the existing west to east

transmission limitations would limit the utility’s ability to receive the output of the generating unit

during high load periods when it is most needed.  To the extent that the introduction of retail

competition changes the siting of generating units that may be added in the future, the planning and

operation of the transmission system will be affected.  However, given that wholesale competition

already permits utilities and developers to locate generating unit additions in cost-minimizing

locations, the base case scenario assumes that the introduction of retail competition would not

produce large incremental effects on the siting of generating unit additions.

Utilities perform comprehensive transmission studies to ensure that the transmission system

is capable of reliably serving load under a wide range of contingencies and operating conditions.  The

ability to perform such studies is not limited to traditional electric utilities.  Nor is it reasonable to

expect that non-utilities considering the construction of a generating unit would commit the

substantial amounts of capital required without first assuring themselves that the transmission system

is capable of accommodating the planned generating unit addition, or that the cost of transmission

upgrades is not large.  Similarly, the sites that would be available for a non-utility to construct a

planned generating unit are, with the exception of additions at existing plant sites, the same sites that

would be available to utilities.  Therefore, with the exception that utilities may have opportunities to

locate future generating units at existing plant sites, the introduction of retail competition should have

no greater effect on the transmission system than would occur in the absence of retail competition.

Of course, as explained in the next section, utilities in Maryland are likely to prefer to add new

generating additions at existing sites.



53One potential change has received very little attention.  In the past, non-utility generation
projects have normally been built only after acquiring long-term contracts with utilities.  In a
future retail access world, long-term contracts will be less common.  The effect of changing
business practices on generating unit construction is uncertain.
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Furthermore, non-utility construction of generating unit additions will occur whether or not

retail competition is introduced.  The wholesale power market has already been largely deregulated,

and much of the planned generating unit additions are to be constructed by non-utilities.  Many states

(including Maryland)  have adopted rules that require utilities to conduct competitive solicitations for

resource additions that provide equal, or even superior, opportunities to non-utilities to meet

identified resource requirements.  In fact, it is doubtful that utilities will construct a significant

amount, let alone a majority, of new generating units in the future, unless through an unregulated

subsidiary.  Therefore, in the base case, the incremental effect of the introduction of retail competition

on non-utility construction additions is likely to be small.53

In sum, in the base case the effects of retail access on the grid are small, both in terms of

changes to existing load patterns and in upgrades required to accommodate the entry of third party

suppliers.  

B. POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF RETAIL COMPETITION ON THE GRID

This section considers an alternative future in which retail access could introduce significant

changes to the transmission grid.  It is important that both views be presented because of the great

uncertainty concerning how retail competition would dovetail with open access transmission and the

PJM ISO structure.

States in the Mid-Atlantic region, including Maryland, are in the process of introducing

competition for retail generation.  The phase-in to competition is expected to be completed during

the next three to five years.  One of the expected results of retail competition is an increase in the

overall level of power demands compared to what would occur under standard regulation.  This

demand increase will take place as a result of and in response to overall rate decreases expected from
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retail competition, i.e., the “price elasticity” effect.  Demand increases may also take place as utilities

scale back demand-side management (DSM) programs in response to competitive pressures.  Retail

competition is also likely to stimulate the marketing and promotion of electric-using technologies.

The introduction of retail competition in this scenario is likely to require the construction of

additional transmission facilities, although it may be difficult to distinguish the separate effects of

retail and wholesale competition on such construction.  In PJM, the ISO has assumed the

responsibility for transmission planning and in this role would be responsible for assembling the load

growth estimates of individual Pool members, studying its effect on power flows, estimating the effect

of new market participants upon power flows, and determining which, if any, new facilities should

be built.  Moreover, in a scenario where retail and wholesale competition produce pronounced effects

upon power flows, the transmission planning process is likely to be more difficult and fraught with

much more uncertainty than in the past.  While the transmission planner may have been able to

determine the facilities that would be needed for the grid to accommodate load growth in a relatively

straightforward fashion, a bulk power market, in which customers are able to change suppliers on

relatively short notice, introduces new and different problems.  Transmission facilities appropriate for

some load and resource combinations may be unable to accommodate others.

Another transmission planning issue that could arise as a result of the introduction of

competition is the extent to which new, major transmission facilities connecting PJM and adjoining

systems could be built.  If, for example, new sources of supply were located outside of the PJM Pool,

this would require upgrading the transfer capability to import additional power into PJM.54  The

construction of major transmission facilities, which would continue to be under the control of state

regulatory bodies, has often been delayed by protracted litigation.  It is therefore unclear whether

required upgrades to the PJM/ECAR or PJM/VACAR interfaces could be constructed very easily.
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Other specific changes to power supply planning arising from the introduction of retail

competition that could affect the grid and require the construction of new transmission facilities are

as follows:

• Changes in the siting of new generating units;

• Competition by Maryland utilities to serve the retail loads of their neighbors; and

• Early retirement of existing generating units.

1. Site Selection

The discussion in the previous section argued that, while site selection considerations play an

important role for utilities planning the addition of new generating units, those considerations would

not be affected significantly by the introduction of retail competition.  To the extent that new

generation is secured through competitive procurements and non-traditional suppliers, that site

selection process results from competition in the wholesale market and not retail competition.

Further, the extent of such additional generation depends upon the needs of utilities under the existing

regulatory paradigm, where load forecasts are based upon the utility’s right to serve all retail

customers within its franchised service area. 

Another possibility, however, is that the introduction of retail competition could spur the entry

of numerous non-traditional market generation providers, focusing simply on serving the retail load

currently served by franchised utilities.  Over the intermediate term, to the extent that it is economic

for such market participants to construct their own generating units for serving such retail load,

increases in the number of market participants would be directly attributable to retail competition.

Moreover, it could be anticipated that such additional generating capacity would be located at

greenfield sites.  Power flows on the grid would change as a result.  Thus, shifting construction away

from existing power plant sites could increase transmission needs and construction.



55Conceivably, this arrangement does alter power flows if Delmarva cancels a planned
generating unit in the southern end of its system due to the loss of the load to its competitor.

56Because the Duquesne portion of the Ft. Martin unit already had been serving Duquesne
loads, power flows could change if AP serves additional retail loads, perhaps in Penn Power’s
service area.
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In sum, retail competition could affect the site selection process in that a greater number of

entities would be vying for sites suitable for the construction of generating additions. Such entities

may be forced to consider sites that would not be considered if construction were limited to utilities.

This in turn could affect both transmission additions and power flows on the grid.

2. Competition by Maryland Utilities to Serve Retail Load

While much of the competition to serve retail load could come from power marketers, such

as Enron or Louis Dreyfus, another conceivable situation is that some Maryland utilities could

compete to serve the retail load of their neighbors.  At wholesale, for example, Public Service Electric

and Gas Company (PSE&G) was successful in competing for the right to serve a portion of the Old

Dominion Coop load that had been served by Delmarva.  In that case, because both Delmarva and

PSE&G were PJM utilities, there was little prospect that power flows on the grid would change from

that contract.55  

Suppose, however, that AP, through its unregulated power marketing subsidiary, enters the

competitive fray and is successful in gaining the right to serve retail customers currently served by

Penn Power Company and perhaps other utilities to the west of AP.  AP has ample capacity resources

available for this purpose since it recently purchased Duquesne’s 275 MW share of the jointly-owned

Ft. Martin coal-fired generating unit.  Furthermore, this piece of Ft. Martin has been assigned to AP’s

unregulated power marketing subsidiary.  In these circumstances, it is conceivable that power flows

in AP could change when AP begins to serve retail load to its west.56  All else equal, and assuming

that power flows would change as described above, there could be an impact upon the bulk power

grid connecting AP and PJM. 
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3. Early Retirement of Generating Units

Another potential effect on power flows is the early retirement of generating units induced

by retail competition.  If retail competition displaces retail load served by a traditional supplier, this

could make it uneconomic to operate some older generating units.   Under the PJM ISO scheme, for

example, utilities would submit bids to the power exchange identifying the price at which they would

supply generation to the exchange. If the power exchange’s supply schedule produces prices that do

not cover an older unit’s operating costs plus ongoing investments needed to retain the unit in

service, competitive pressures will require retirement.  Such pressures exist under the current

monopoly arrangement, but they are much weaker than under deregulation.

In the proper circumstances, such an early retirement could produce substantial effects on the

grid.  Consider as an hypothetical, the situation where Delmarva might retire a unit on the lower

Delmarva Peninsula as a result of its output no longer being economic under full retail competition.

If this unit had functioned to provide local area support, its retirement could produce additional

loadings on some of the 230 kV lines proceeding south onto the Peninsula from Keeney.
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